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This talk
Show some pretty graphs
Explain lots of horrible assumptions
See if you think this is meaningful by the end if it
Inspiration
How does language size relate to 
endangerment?
How does endangerment relate to 
documentation?
Size and Endangerment
“Lots of small endangered languages”
“They don’t correlate because of outliers”
Endangerment and Documentation
“There are so many languages going extinct 
that aren’t documented”
“Endangerment alone can’t be a reason to 
document a language”
An example
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The Law of Unintended 
Consequences: How the 
Endangered Languages 
Movement Undermines Field 
Linguistics as a Scientific 
Enterprise.
Check the data
Each topic implies knowledge of correlations
Number of Speakers vs Endangerment
Endangerment vs Documentation
Modern linguistic resources claim to give us 
access to this data, so lets actually check...
The data
Goal: a set of metadata for every language
-Number of speakers
-Endangerment level
-Metric of completed linguistic research
Completed Linguistic Research?
ELCat Documentation Index
Raw scores given for Boasian Trilogy
(Grammars, Dictionaries/Lexicon, Texts/Corpora)
My goal is to follow this model
using previously compiled data
Data -> Information
Linguists collect metadata on individual 
languages during their work
Other linguistics compile all of this metadata
Still other linguists (me!) process the data
Assumption: My analysis can only be as good 
as the work of those who came before me
Potential data sources: ELCat
endangeredlanguages.com
Pro: Info quality
Con: endangered 
languages only
Potential data sources: OLAC
Pro: Archive info
Con: Unorganized, 
unmaintained
Potential data sources: Ethnologue
Pro: All languages
Con:
Resource data
Pro: All languages
Con: Quality
Resource data
Potential data sources: Glottolog
Hammarström, Harald. "Automatic annotation of bibliographical references with target language." Proceedings of the Workshop on Multi-source 
Multilingual Information Extraction and Summarization. Association for Computational Linguistics, 2008.
Pro: All languages
Resource data
“One man job”
Con: Archive data
“One man job”


Grammar 0-33%
Each grammar rated 
for page numbers 
and age
Diminishing returns 
on multiple 
grammars
My “completed research” metric
Dictionary 0-33%
Total number of 
pages
250pp is 33%
Texts 0-33%
Total number of 
pages
100pp is 33%
A percentage of completion for each language: 0-100%
Dictionary sizes in the data
Text lengths in the data
Grammar sizes in the data
Issues
Reliance on pages numbers
Texts vs archived resources
The multiple label problem
(affecting up to 650 languages)
Other assumptions
Speaker numbers: total of L1 speakers
Only using data that has an associated ISO code
Some data created through algorithms
Data pulled in February, doesn’t include items in press
Repetition:
   Information is only as good as the data it’s based on
One final thought...
General strategy: sacrifice some amount of 
accuracy to make the analysis feasible
General goal: look for correlations and patterns 
among large sample sizes so that variance and 
outliers are acceptable




What next?
time travel, of course














Finally,
“Boasian completion” over time

Conclusions
I didn’t assume I could answer any new questions,
    my goal was to use data to verify what we qualitatively assume
Seeing the magnitudes of known phenomena is valuable
Lots of room for improving and expanding my methods
Lets move from a “one-man” to crowdsourced model
mahalo nui loa!
